Abstract—In this work a performance evaluation of network coding for cooperative wireless networks is carried out. Implementing network coding on commercially available mobile devices, the performance is presented in terms of throughput, delay and energy consumption. In contrast to purely cellular systems, where the mobile devices are only connected to the base station, in cooperative wireless networks, the mobile device, in addition to the cellular communication, establishes short range links to neighboring mobile devices within its proximity. In prior work it has been shown that the newly formed cooperative cluster, also referred as wireless grid, can offer each participating mobile device a better performance in terms of data rate, delay, robustness, security, and energy consumption in contrast to any stand alone device. To improve the performance within the cooperative cluster even more, network coding seems to be a promising technology as it decreases the number of packets to be interchanged among cooperative mobile devices leading to a decreased packet delay. The energy saved by fewer packet transmissions is confronted with the energy needed to carry out the network coding and related overhead. The findings of this paper show that network coding is always beneficial in terms of throughput and delay for the cooperative cluster.

I. INTRODUCTION

In contrast to purely cellular systems, where the mobile devices are only connected to the base station, in cooperative wireless networks, the mobile device, in addition to the cellular communication, establishes short range links to neighboring mobile devices within its proximity (see Figure 1). In prior work [1], [2] it has been shown that the newly formed cooperative cluster, also referred to as wireless grid, can offer each participating mobile device a better performance in terms of data rate, delay, robustness, security, and energy consumption in contrast to any stand alone device. The improved data rate, delay, and robustness comes obviously by the accumulated cellular links with its inherent diversity. The decreased energy consumption is explained in [3]. In a nutshell, as long as the energy per bit ratio is better in the short range connection than the cellular link, the cooperation will improve the energy consumption. This is for all available and future wireless technologies the case as the path loss is much smaller on the short range communication (around 10 m) than the cellular one (several 100 m). For cooperative wireless networks the network coding seems a viable solution to decrease the traffic within the short range cluster and with that to decrease the delay and the energy consumed.

The concept of network coding was firstly introduced for wired networks and presented in [4] where it was shown that allowing nodes in a multicast graph to code incoming messages enabled the information flow to reach the maximum capacity as given by the max-flow min-cut theorem for network information flow. The basic idea of network coding can be illustrated by using the multicast butterfly example in Figure 2.

In this example all edges have a capacity of one bit per unit time. By the max-flow min-cut theorem we see that the max-flow from the source s to the sinks t1 and t2 equals two. Thus that the maximum number of bits simultaneously delivered at each of the sinks should equal two. Clearly by inspection of the graph this cannot be achieved without some form of coding, as the middle node is limited to one outgoing bit per time unit. However, by allowing node 3 in this case, to code the incoming bits, we can achieve the max-flow as shown in Figure 2. The butterfly example has later been shown also
for a wireless environment in [5].

Network coding can be a viable solution to decrease the number of packet transmission needed within the cooperative cluster if any relaying is needed or losses occur. In Figure 3 there are some motivating examples, where three mobile devices are connected to the cellular network and all mobile devices are supposed to receive the same two packets \(a\) and \(b\).

\[ \text{No Cooperation: If the mobile devices are either not willing or able to cooperate, each mobile device needs to receive two packets over the cellular link. As the data rate is low on the cellular link, the transmission will take a certain time and energy.} \]

\[ \text{ Cooperation I: In case the three mobile devices cooperate, two mobile devices will receive one packet over the cellular link and forward that to the cooperating entities in the cluster. In case packet a and b can be transmitted parallel, the total transmission time is smaller than in the previous scenario.} \]

\[ \text{ Cooperation II: In contrast to the previous scenario, two mobile devices of the cooperative cluster can not communicate with each other directly and need the intermediate device to relay their packets. The intermediate device will happily do so as it will get the two packets that the device is also interested in without using the slower and more energy consuming cellular connection. Thus, the outer devices will forward their packets to the intermediate device, which will forward both to devices A and C.} \]

\[ \text{ Cooperation and Network Coding: In the last scenario network coding is employed. As before, the outer mobile devices convey their packets to the intermediate device. Now, the two packets are coded by XORing them as given in [6]. The resulting coded packet will be broadcast and received by both outer devices at the same time. Doing so has reduced the number of needed packets to be exchanged from four to three. By this simple example the decrease in the delay is visible. Energy will be saved on the wireless transmission, but the network coding needs to be taken into consideration.} \]

In general we assume \(N\) of mobile devices that are within the cooperative cluster. Each mobile device receives disjoint packets from the cellular network that they will broadcast to the cooperative cluster via the short range wireless link for later combining. By doing so, \(N\) cooperating mobile devices are \(N\) times faster in downloading the packets than a stand alone mobile device. In case the link to some of the mobile devices is error prone, the broadcast has to be repeated. This makes the local exchange less efficient in terms of delay and energy consumption. With network coding the number of retransmission can be significantly decreased. This is achieved sending coded packets that are able to repair one or more packets.

For some given scenarios the use of network coding seems promising as it reduces the number of needed transmissions within the cluster. On the other hand the mobile devices may be forced to received more packets and spend additional energy due to the increased complexity introduced by the network coding itself. To have a fair comparison we will look into the energy consumption of the sending, receiving, idle and coding states in Section II.

II. FUNDAMENTALS FOR ENERGY SAVING USING NETWORK CODING

The important parameters that decide whether cooperation and network coding will be successful are the energy consumption of different technologies and the achievable data rates. Therefore in the following those parameters for the cellular network, for IEEE802.11b/g, and the pure coding are given. The energy was measured with the Nokia Energy Profiler on Nokia N95 mobile devices.

A. Cellular Network

In the cellular environment we conveyed UDP traffic from a server via the 2G/3G network to the mobile phone. At the mobile phone the packet loss rate, data rate, and energy was measured. A summary of the results gathered are presented in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state</th>
<th>power value [W]</th>
<th>data rate [Mbps]</th>
<th>loss rate [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>receiving</td>
<td>1.314</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>13, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. IEEE802.11b/g Network

In the WLAN measurements one sending node was broadcasting multiple packets to ten receiving N95s placed at certain distance between 3 m and 30 m. Different packet sizes were used between 100 byte and 1250 byte. A selection of those values is presented in Table II, where we used the following definitions:

- **Data rate:** The data rate is calculated by sending 5000 packets per test, multiply it with the packet size and divide it by the mean time needed to run one test.
The time we measure refers to a single test sending 5000 packets. There is a pause time of 10 seconds between two tests.

Packet loss: The packet loss is calculated by all non-successfully received packets divided by the overall send packets.

Energy: The energy is calculated by the power levels in the different states (sending/receiving/idle) multiplied by the time of a given state. We distinguish three power levels of WLAN, namely sending, receiving, and idle. In the idle phase a mobile device is actually listening to the channel but not receiving any packet and the reader should not be confused with the sleep phase where nearly no energy is consumed. The idle phase is measured between two tests. In the sending and receiving phase the mobile device is not all the time active due to the medium access control protocol. So the values presented here are a mean value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state</th>
<th>power value [W]</th>
<th>data rate [Mbps]</th>
<th>loss rate [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sending</td>
<td>1.629</td>
<td>5.623</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiving @ 3m</td>
<td>1.375</td>
<td>5.379</td>
<td>3.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>receiving @ 30m</td>
<td>1.213</td>
<td>5.115</td>
<td>8.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle @ 3m</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle @ 30m</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each mobile phone creates a measurement report as given in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4. Single measurement report of receiver for broadcast traffic at 21 m with 1000 byte packet length. The reported values are evaluated offline and contain a plot for the application layer data rate, the power, the elapsed time, and the packet loss for each test (small round circles) and the mean value (solid line). The power plot is different as it carries two values, namely that for the idle and the receiving or sending mode.](image)

C. Network Coding

In order to estimate the overall energy consumption of the network coding, an estimate of the energy contribution coming from the actual coding operations need to be found. To find these values an application called code power was developed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>state</th>
<th>power value [W]</th>
<th>energy value [J]</th>
<th>number of operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>coding</td>
<td>0, 593</td>
<td>4, 789</td>
<td>250000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle</td>
<td>0, 041</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By these results as shown in Table III we see that the network coding itself has nearly no impact on the overall energy consumption compared to the wireless part.

III. CAUTIOUS VIEW ON NETWORK CODING

Energy consumption in mobile devices is becoming dramatically important for the mobile manufactures, as the mobile device itself is increasingly more energy demanding while at the same time the customer asks for longer stand by times for the devices. As described previously in this paper, the use of network coding can decrease the number of needed transmissions within the cooperative cluster. Obviously this is beneficial for all delay sensitive services. On the other side we need to answer whether network coding will have any positive or negative impact on the overall energy consumption.

A. The simple Wheel Example

To start with, we look at the wheel example by [6] and extend it with the perspective of energy consumption. N nodes are placed on a circle around one additional node, as shown in Figure 5.

![Fig. 5. The wheel topology, where N codes communicate through a relay node placed in the center.](image)

A pair of nodes is located diametrically opposed on the circle and is trying to exchange packets — in correspondence with our prior examples we can assume \(N/2\) overlaid cooperative clusters. Packets have all the same size and are transmitted in slots. A slot is a fixed time which only one node can use for transmissions over the channel. We assume an ideal medium access strategy without collision and full knowledge. As the nodes of one communication pair cannot communicate directly with each other, they depend on the node in the middle to perform relaying. The node in the middle is able to receive all
packets by the outer nodes. Assuming three different states a node can have for a given slot, namely sending, receiving, and idle, the energy can be calculated for the different scenarios. For \( N + 1 \) nodes in this example, we will have \( N + 1 \) states within one slot. For the energy considerations we assume three different cases, namely the pure relaying, the pure network coding, and the network coding in teams.

1) **Pure Relaying:** Each node is sending its packet to the middle node that will be forwarded to the reception node by the center node. The calculation of sending nodes is quite easy, as each outer node transmits once and the center node repeats those transmissions. Thus, the number of sending slots equals \( 2N \). As each transmitted packet is received only by one node at the time, the number of receiving nodes is equal to those that has been send. In case one out of \( N \) outer nodes transmits, the other \((N-1)\) remaining outer nodes are idle and the center one is receiving. On the other hand, if the center node is sending, one out node is receiving, and \((N-1)\) outer nodes are idle. Thus the total number of idle nodes is given by \( 2N(N-1) \). As always one, and only one, node is transmitting at the time, the number of sending slots determine also the overall delay \( D \) until the full exchange of packets is over. The actions are shown in Table IV.

\[
D = 2N
\]  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Actions</th>
<th>Sending</th>
<th>Receiving</th>
<th>Idle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single outer node</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( N-1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all outer nodes</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( N(N-1) )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inner node</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall actions</td>
<td>( N+1 )</td>
<td>( N^2 )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) **Pure Network Coding:** Now we look at pure network coding as introduced in [6]. In this case each transmission by any outer node is overhead by all other outer nodes. As before, the center node will receive all transmissions from the outer ones and the opposite node (that is actual interested in the packet) can still not receive the transmission of its counterpart. Even though this is still the unicast scenario, overhearing of all packets pays off as the middle node will now code all received packets into one single packet and broadcast it to all outer nodes. As the outer nodes have already received \((N-1)\) packets, the coded packet will enable all nodes to retrieve the missing packet. By decoding the packet, they will get their packet. So now the number of sending slots is reduced to \((N+1)\). For a better understanding, the actions taken by a single outer node, all outer nodes, and the inner node is given in Table V. As given by the table, one outer node will receive \((N-1)\) packets, thus \((N-1)N\) received packets by all outer nodes. The inner node will still receive all \( N \) packets. This sums up to \( N^2 \) receiving slots. The number of idle slots is easy to calculate as each outer node is idle only once, which sums up to \( N \) idle slots. Again the delay for a full exchange of packets is given by the number of sending slots, which is \( N+1 \) for pure network coding.

\[
D = N + 1
\]  

Introducing network coding results in a decreased delay, but the number of receiving slots is increased at the same time. Furthermore the number of idle slots is reduced significantly. As the power for receiving is larger than the power for being idle, this may have an impact on the energy consumption.

Comparing the pure relaying scenario with the pure network coding, obviously the energy can be reduced by network coding. This is due to the large energy consumption in the idle state for WLAN. Even though there is a sleeping state, where nearly no energy is consumed, the WLAN chipset on the mobile devices seem not to be switching to that state. When we assume a technology that is able to completely turn off the RF/BB when not needed, the results for energy consumption look totally different. As the network coding is always on overhearing packets, it will consume a lot of more energy than the pure relaying approach, where most of the nodes are idle and do not use any energy. Nevertheless, in the next scenario we try to reduce the energy consumption for network coding.

3) **Network Coding in Teams:** Now pairs of nodes belong to teams. The number of teams within the wheel scenario is given by \( T \). When one team is active, the others are idle, data is exchanged within the active team as in the pure network coding example. The node in the middle still needs to receive all nodes’ transmissions, but will code different packets for each team and therefore will end up in sending more packets. Such an approach would have \( N + T \) slots for sending and \( N^2/T \) slots for receiving. The number of idle slots is given by \( N(N(T - 1)/T + T) \). The overall number of slots used for sending, receiving and idle states is given in Table VI. By introducing the idea of teams, the delay will increase compared to the pure network coding. The delay is now given by \( N+T \).

\[
D = N + T
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Actions</th>
<th>Sending</th>
<th>Receiving</th>
<th>Idle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single outer node</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( N/T - 1 )</td>
<td>( N(T - 1)/T + T )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all outer nodes</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( N(N/T - 1) )</td>
<td>( N(N(T - 1)/T + T) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inner node</td>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall actions</td>
<td>( N + T )</td>
<td>( N^2/T )</td>
<td>( N(N(T - 1)/T + T) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) **Performance Evaluation:** If we now look into the performance evaluation for the wheel scenario, we assume the power levels given in Table II. Furthermore we assume 96 nodes on the outer circle, thus 97 nodes in total. In Figure 6 we see that the energy consumption of pure network coding is smaller than pure relaying. But the energy consumption is even more reduced by introducing a small number of teams, the
lowest energy consumption is found when using $T = 4$. If the number of teams becomes too large, the energy consumption goes up again. But note, having more teams will lead also to an additional delay. Nevertheless the introduction of teams allows a flexible trade off between delay and energy.

Now a wireless technology that would use nearly no power in the idle state is assumed such as it is realized in DVB-H. Introducing network coding would use a significant amount of additional energy as given in Figure 7. But also here the usage of teams helps to reduce the energy consumption. By using $T = 24$, the overall energy consumption will be even smaller than the pure relaying. But note that smaller energy consumption is paid with larger delays.

Fig. 6. Energy consumption versus delay for the pure relaying, pure network coding, and network coding in teams for power values of WLAN type.

In a nutshell: The overhearing of packets, the basic principle of network coding, is not for free. In WLAN type communication systems the penalty is very low (the energy difference between idle and receiving/overhearing other packets is small), but the gap could increase for future technologies.

IV. Network Coding Application on Mobile Device

Now we bring together the bits and pieces and look into the performance of a commercial application for mobile devices using network coding for the communication in the cooperative cluster. A number of mobile devices (in Figure 8 four mobile devices are depicted) within proximity to each other will span the cooperative cluster. All mobile devices are connected in parallel to a cellular operator.

Within the core network we implement our own Cooperation Server. All mobile devices will connect to this server to get access to any service. Mobile devices will also report a scan of the wireless neighborhood looking for cooperative partners. As soon as the cooperation server detects the possibility for cooperation (mobile devices are in range and seek the same service), it will inform the mobile devices. For those being in the same cooperative cluster and interested in the same services, the cooperative cluster will retrieve the requested service from a given Internet server and prepare it for cooperative use. A very simple example would be to just take an audio stream and split the audio packets into several streams. The cooperation server could also be used for transcoding of multimedia services. As given in [7] the use of multiple description coding is beneficial for the cooperative cluster in terms of robustness. Such functionality is not implemented yet. The cooperation server is also the optimal place to develop the seeding strategies, a technique to place coded packets into the cooperative cluster in a smart way.

In Figure 9 the architecture of the mobile application is given. It shows how different application data flows can be handled. Successfully retrieved packets are stored at the flow cache for potential decoding. The peer info contains the information about what other mobile devices might have for packets to assure the best possible coding. In the output queue are those packets that need to be send to other mobile devices. Those packets are the coding candidates.

At a very first test we used cooperation among mobile devices that are in range of each other, thus no network coding
Fig. 9. Architecture of the Network Coding application on the mobile phone.

was needed. As given in Figure 10(a), two mobile devices are exchanging the cellular received data (red blocks) over the short range (green blocks). Compared to the non cooperative case, three mobile devices would use a third of the time to download the information and used 17% less energy (using 100 byte packets). Note, for the energy consumption there is space for improvement, which we did not exploit so far (different packets size on the short range, using special WLAN driver options to reduce the energy in the idle mode).

Fig. 10. Screenshot of the NetCode application using pure cooperation without network coding (a) and cooperation with network coding (b).

In a second test two mobile devices were placed apart from each other and the third one in between them. Thus the middle one can perform relaying or network coding as given in the last two examples of Figure 3. Figure 10(b) shows the first screenshot with network coding (blue blocks). The number of coded packets (blue blocks) is small due as network coding was firstly tested. But this will change in the final application. Nevertheless, we have shown the applicability of network coding on commercially available mobile devices.

V. Conclusion

In this work the combination of cooperative wireless networks and network coding is advocated. The combination of those two approaches is beneficial for the throughput, delay and the energy consumption. Besides analytical analysis, we have implemented the network coding and cooperative wireless networking on commercially available mobile devices. First a solid measurement campaign for different wireless communication technologies and the network coding itself was presented. Later a cautious view on network coding was presented. Network coding within a cooperative cluster is always beneficial, but the network coding across multiple cooperative clusters need to be done with care. We have introduced the idea of forming network coding teams offering a trade off between delay and energy. The final performance analysis shows that the idle power of the WLAN technology has a huge impact on potential energy savings - an effect that decreases with a larger number of cooperating devices. Future work will focus on strategies for the cooperation server and the network coding on the mobile device.
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